Young Adult Fiction –
Laugh Out Loud Humor Booklist

- Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian – Alexie, Sherman
- American Panda – Chao, Gloria
- An Abundance of Katherines – Green, John
- Angus, Thongs and Full-Frontal Snogging: Confessions of Georgia Nicolson – Rennison, Louise
- Beauty Queens – Bray, Libba
- Boyfriend List – Lockhart, E.
- Boys Don’t Knit – Easton, Tom
- Confessions of a High School Disaster – Chastain, Emma
- Dumplin’ – Murphy, Julie
- The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big Round Things – Mackler, Carolyn
- Epic Crush of Genie Lo – Yee, F.C.
- Fangirl – Rowell, Rainbow
- Finding Audrey – Kinsella, Sophie
- Firecracker – Iserson, David
- Freshman Year and Other Unnatural Disasters – Zeitlin, Meredith
- Georgia Peaches and Other Forbidden Fruit – Brown, Jaye Robin
- Going Bovine – Bray, Libba
- Heist Society – Carter, Ally
- I Have a Bad Feeling About This – Strand, Jeff
- Kill the Boy Band – Moldavsky, Goldy
- Lake Effect – McCahan, Erin
- Me and Earl and the Dying Girl – Andrews, Jesse
- My Lady Jane – Hand, Cynthia
- No One Else Can Have You – Hale, Kathleen
- Poison – Zinn, Bridget
- Princess Diaries – Cabot, Meg
- Royals – Hawkins, Rachel
- There is No Dog – Rosoff, Meg
- Upside of Unrequited – Albertalli, Becky
- When Dimple Met Rishi – Menon, Sandhya
- Winger – Smith, Andrew